progress is being made mostly by pushing the boundary of the known from inside than by leaping across boundaries. As more researchers become engaged in science, and as more publications become open access, on-line and interactive, the probability of an important discovery remaining buried and going unrecognized would become exceedingly small. Of course, as examples from physics show, a new theory or an important idea can always lie low unrecognized until it becomes re-discovered and popularized by other researchers. Premature discoveries will become less likely but not forbidden.
D r a f t 3
One of the most remarkable things about biology is that the subject matter of our investigation lies all around us. You can pick any one of them at random, barring viruses, and use it to learn pretty much all you need to know about biology save evolution of higher intelligence and consciousness. The differences among higher organisms are icing on the cake as compared to the origin of life and the evolution of the basic structural plans. This is the reason behind using model organisms in biological investigations. This abundance of model systems, organisms bounded in space and time, is unique to biology and not available in any other field of science.
The 2015 marked the 150 th anniversary of the presentation of Mendel's paper, "Experiments on Plant Hybrids", before the Brno Society of Natural Science in 1865 which was published a year later in 1866 (Mendel 1866 McClintock's works are said to be premature, before their time, as the scientific community was not ready to understand and appreciate the changing paradigms of science.
In an article written to mark Mendel's anniversary, I pointed out that imaginations have limits and unguided imaginations go nowhere (Singh 2015 There are many reasons why a discovery may go unnoticed and to see that we will reflect on how discoveries are made, with a few examples here. I will follow this with the work of Mendel and
McClintock and show how they both worked with the same black box (the heredity machinery) but worked with different kinds of inputs-outputs and obtained different results. This will be followed with a comparison of premature discoveries between physics and biology in an attempt to answer the question: "Are premature discoveries things of the past?"
The material basis of science and science boundaries Scientific discoveries are shaped by three important factors, that is, beside social, political, and economic condition of the society: (1) the nature of the scientific discipline, e.g. discovery in biology are more based on instrumentation than, for example, in physics although particle physics has become hugely instrumental such as the use of mega cyclotron; (2) the historical development of previous work -this is true for all disciplines; discoveries depend on previous work which in turn guides further theory and experimentation; and (3) the reigning paradigms,
i.e., ideas, theories, hypothesis, experimentation, are all guided by existing paradigms or scientific frameworks for guiding interpretations and confirmations (Kuhn 1962) . The relative role of these factors of course varies between disciplines.
The object of investigation can be an idea, an equation, invisible physical forces, energy, or objects -living or non-living -or materials in space and time. The material bases of science also vary in their degree of openness and accessibility in being fully, partly, or not at all accessible (Stent 1969) . By "openness" I mean if a field which has no physical boundary in choosing its problem or objects of studies, and by "bounded" I mean a field which has real boundary and limit in choosing the objects of its studies. The material nature of the field and the degree of accessibility can be jointly used to characterize the different disciplines of science as shown in Table 1 .
Mathematics is open-ended and this is especially true in view of Gödel's theorem of insufficiency of any given axiomatic system (To quote William Blake, "you never know what is enough unless you know what is more than enough"). Mathematics' domain is logic and it relates to private events arising from the inner world and its application to public events from the outside world; it has no boundary and therefore it can never be fully accessible.
Physics is partly open in the sense that only part of the subject matter of physics -matter, energy, electromagnetic forces, light -are visible to our senses and the current state of knowledge does not guarantee that we know it all. The recent discovery of dark matter and dark energy is a case in point.
Astronomy is bounded in the sense that it deals with physical objects -planets, stars, galaxies. It provides partial and of course limited access and that too is dependent on heavy instrumentation.
Geology is bounded and it includes study of rocks, natural resources, water, and geological and weathering forces. Chemistry encompasses elements, minerals, and chemicals and we know enough about different classes of chemicals but again there is no guarantee that we know it all, especially if we include chemical interactions and the possibility that still much remains unknown. Biology deals with organisms and while some organisms may be invisible to the naked eye, they are all physically defined, distinct, and bounded in space and tine and are potentially fully accessible for study. This unique nature of biology, i.e., the objects of its study, Thus with the exception of work that may be related to developing research tools (such as tomography, magnetic resonance imaging, mutation by X-ray radiation) and discovery of genetic structures (such as the DNA double helix, split genes, and mobile genetic elements) more and more of biological research in the future will be based on the inner working of the organisms' physiology as we dig deeper and deeper into tissues, cells, organelles, and genomes. This will leave less and less room for conceptual breakthroughs spanning different levels of organizations, fewer leaps beyond boundaries like those spanned by Mendel and McClintock.
As a comparison, in physics of the important discoveries (again based on award of Nobel Prizes, 1901-2014), nearly half (46%) are based on theoretical -experimental elaboration of matter and forces, 20% on atomic-subatomic particles, 28% on instrumental/methods development, and 6% on astrophysics and astronomy. Physics is dominated by theoretical and instrumental discovery and biology by experimental, and this means that premature discoveries in physics differ from those in biology. As examples I present a few cases of premature discovery in physics that provide a contrast from those in biology.
Dark matter was postulated by Jan Oort in 1932 to account for the orbital velocities of stars in the Milky Way and first discovered by Fritz Zwicky in 1937 to account for evidence of "missing mass' in the orbital velocities of galaxies in clusters. However, it was not until thirty years later that robust evidence was produced by Vera Rubin in the 1960s-1970s, using single galaxy rotation curves.
The chaos theory got its real start in the study of dynamical systems and nonlinear differential equations (Birkoff 1927) , in the study of turbulence and astronomical problems (Kolmogorov 1941) , and in the study of radio engineering (Cartwright and Littlewood 1945) . But it was not until twenty years later that evidence for chaotic behavior of dynamical systems came from meteorology by Edward Lorenz (1963) and from fluctuation of cotton prices (Mandelbrot 1963 ).
The main catalyst for the development of the chaos theory came from electronic computer and the theory saw its application in a wide variety of fields including earthquakes, solar flares, financial markets, and even in evolution -by punctuated equilibrium (Eldredge and Gould 1972) .
Gauss first looked at curved space and Riemann developed non-Euclidean geometry, a theory of curved space in the physical world but it was not a hot area of interest. It was ignored by physicists until Einstein used it to describe his famous curved-space-time theory in the theory of gravitation.
Another example is the discovery of light bending predicted by Einstein which was confirmed in 1919. In 1936 Einstein made calculations, on the request from an Engineer friend, and found that the light bending by a star was too small to be effective as lenses. Apparently it did not occurr to him that the same bending could be much larger by a larger mass like a galaxy, or a cluster of galaxies (Kraus 2015). More than 50 years later gravitational lensing has become the principal tool by which dark matter masses are detected.
There are also cases in physics where gender discrimination may have played a role.
D r a f t
Henrietta Leavitt discovered that the absolute luminosity of "Cepheid variable" stars that wax and wane could be deduced from the observed period of waxing and waning. Measuring the apparent luminosity on earth, the star looked dimmer. Since the intensity of light falls off as the square of the distance, one could deduce the distance of the star from the earth. The Cepheid
Variables could then be used as "standard candles". This discovery was crucial for the subsequent measurements of Hubble, and the progress of astronomy and cosmology. Henrietta died unrecognized for her work. Some say gender discrimination may have played a role as in the case of Rosalind Franklin in biology.
Another example is that of Lise Meitner (born in 1891 in Vienna) who became a professor at Kaiser Wilhelm Institute in Berlin and worked, with Otto Hahn, on decay of radioactive nuclei induced by slow neutrons. Meitner was a "non-Aryan" and had to flee Nazi Germany in 1938.
Hahn published the results excluding Meitner and was awarded Nobel Prize in 1944. Meitner was neglected by the Nobel Committee despite multiple nominations by Niels Bohr (Sime 1996) .
The first four examples are similar in starting as a theory and becoming widely recognized only after their importance and wide applications were discovered /demonstrated. The latter two are probable cases of gender discrimination not unlike that of Rosalind Franklin in Biology.
Are premature discoveries things of the past?
Science is a historical process and it progresses by feedback; the discoveries of today will impact those of tomorrow. There are several reasons why premature discoveries are less likely if not totally out. First, there are more scientists engaged in every branch of science and this alone would keep important discoveries under the community's radar. Second, more and more of science publications are becoming open, on-line, and interactive, and so the probability of an important discovery remaining buried and unrecognized would become smaller and smaller.
Finally, in all branches of sciences major unsolved problems are on the front burners and known and as a result the lag time between major discovery and its recognition is progressively
shrinking. This is especially true of serendipitous discovery but not of those based on major lifelong contribution to the progress of science which still may take longer time.
There is another reason why future discoveries in biology would not go un-noticed for long. Of the four major research areas of biology, origin of life, genetic information systems, development, physiology-function, and evolution, the most unknowns lie in the area of origin of life and development, and of these, development is obviously the focus of current scientific engagements. While we can never rule out discoveries of serendipitous nature or of those impacting the development of genetics tools, it is most likely that more and more of future discoveries will be based on details of cellular structure and function which will be known and celebrated not so much as novel discoveries as important contributions to the advancement of the field. Organisms are time-and-space-extended cells and so the laws of development will also be of distributed nature over space and time. As pointed out above, the majority of Nobel Prizes in biology are based on contribution to the advancement of the field and these kinds of discoveries are based on cumulative knowledge on a given problem and hence less likely to be ignored.
Of course, there would still remain a difference in the probability of premature discovery in different fields of science because of the difference in the accessibility of the field. Biological sciences, for example, are proceeding from outside in, becoming more and more genomicsbased. Furthermore there is a shift toward big science, involving massive data collection, and the hierarchical boundaries between cellular levels are disappearing fast. The nature of current biology making it increasingly dependent on large consortiums and collaborations will make it less likely that major, significant discoveries would go unrecognized for long. On the other hand, as the examples from physics show, a new theory or an important idea can always remain low key or even unknown until it becomes used and popularized by other researchers.
Conclusion

D r a f t
Evolution of science passes through four stages: First there is the conceptual -theoretical frame works which set the problems and which in the initial stages generally require taking leaps across 
